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Grow your electric vehicle business with Agero.
Agero recognizes the need for updated
roadside services, support, and resources
as the industry shifts to alternative energy
solutions such as electric power vehicles.
While these vehicles offer the promise
of greater efficiency, reduced carbon
footprint, and performance benefits,

they also bring new challenges to drivers
and roadside assistance providers. Our
Electric Vehicle Services are designed
to help make the adoption of electric
vehicles an easy transition for you and
your customers.

» Agero is already
Mobile Charging
• The EV Mobile charger used in Agero’s
program offers our automotive clients
the opportunity to partner with us as a
leader in supporting electric vehicles
and drivers.
• This lightweight, fuel driven generator
and trailer system is the “greenest”
way to offer efficient and cost effective
mobile charging.
• With the first electric vehicle mobile
charging network in the country, we’re
already on our way to establishing
Agero as the best provider in this space.
Flexibility and Scalability
• The trailer-style mobile charging model
– used by our service providers and
available for sale to dealerships – is not
only more efficient than retrofitted road
service vehicles; it’s also extremely flexible
and easy to scale.
• EV Mobile charging Units, which are
also available to both service providers
and dealerships, are affordable and can
be easily hooked up to a variety of road
service vehicles. Our green solution

relies on propane fuel, which burns
cleaner than gasoline and avoids adding
significant weight to the service truck,
thereby not impacting the truck’s fuel
efficiency.
• As the electric vehicle market grows,
your roadside support coverage can
expand with it very quickly. We plan
to add more EV Mobile charging
Units across both our national Service
Provider network and our OEM partner
dealerships as they are needed.
• The units offer safe, quick, powerful
charging of up to four vehicles at a
time – making them the best performing
solutions for a variety of applications.
National Network of Service Providers
• Agero takes pride in the strong
relationships we’ve formed with our
national network of service providers.
• We’ve made a commitment to help
service providers access training and
educational resources to ensure we’re
working together seamlessly to provide
the best customer service experience in
the industry.
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prepared to support
your electric vehicle
product launches and
your new zeroemissions drivers.

• Whether it’s a mobile
charge or a tow back
to the dealership, with
Agero you’ll know that
all of your EV customers’
roadside events are
handled by qualified
and closely managed
Service Providers who
have access to the latest
electric vehicle training
and equipment available.

